
RENEO
Maximum merchandise density that 
still enables a good view of the store.
RENEO is THE compact, design-driven cooling solution for half-height refrigerated goods displays. The integral 
design enables flexible retrofitting for all models. Our reliable CO2 refrigeration technology is an environ-
mentally-friendly solution for securing high temperature safety during energy-efficient operation.

Unique gondola design with maximum visibility of 
goods. The glass side walls on the shop-around end 
mirror the  curved contours of the sliding doors made of 
insulated glass.

Frequency-controlled CO2 refrigeration technology with 
condensate evaporation that is ready to plug in: flexible 
installation, high energy efficiency and reliable tempe-
rature safety.

The total cabinet height of 1.7 m makes it suitable for 
modern, open shop design concepts that give a view of 
the entire salesroom. 

RENEO can be perfectly integrated into the existing 
shop design concept thanks to its numerous colour 
variants and optional wood decor.

The cabinets can be combined to create a wide variety 
of arrangement options: from wall or back-to-back 
installations to L or U-shaped gondola-arrangements.
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Founded in 1946 by Rudolf Hauser as a maintenance 
and installation service in Linz in Austria, the family-run 
business grows continuously. HAUSER manufactures 
its products using state-of-the art methods at its two 
facilities located in Austria and the Czech Republic. 
Worldwide, 700 employees strive each day to provide 
you with individual solutions for freshness.

Everything from a single source

Planning, production and delivery of turnkey refriger-
ation units – HAUSER provides safety, reliability and 
service during the entire product life cycle. The top-
quality products are tailored to fulfill your individual 
needs. The professional project management minimises 
your energy consumption and thus helps preserve the 
environment. 

Broad spectrum of services

Our product portfolio includes refrigerated and 
deep-freezing cabinets, refrigeration technology and 
controls, cold-storage rooms and warehouses, and also 
a broad spectrum of services with 24-hour assistance 
and online temperature control. HAUSER guarantees 
optimal support around the clock with installation and 
service technicians close to your location.

Design, quality and energy efficiency

The team at our modern development laboratory is 
constantly working on innovations in the areas of 
goods display, transparency, ergonomics, function and 

technology. HAUSER ensures top-quality materials 
and processing by constant advancements and im-
provements in our products and technologies.

Your HAUSER solution 
for freshness
Transparent design, attractive goods display, energy-optimised refrigerated and 
deep-freezing cabinets and a comprehensive range of service have been guaranteeing 
freshness for almost seventy years: HAUSER is your reliable partner for refrigeration 
technology.

The top-quality products from HAUSER 
are tailored to fulfill your individual needs.

Refrigerated cabinets Technology and energy Service

 ✶ 70 years of experience
 ✶ 24-hour service
 ✶ 1 personal contact partner
 ✶ Attractive goods display
 ✶ Transparent design


